FlexBoots
GKN FlexBoots

Sometimes an immediate solution is
required:
a driveshaft boot is defective and you do
not have the appropriate vehicle specific
replacement part at hand.
Even if this is the case you can still obtain
the reliable quality of GKN boots. GKN
offers different types of FlexBoots - the
fast alternative!

The fast solution:
GKN FlexBoots

A defective driveshaft boot should generally be replaced
by the GKN replacement part specifically developed for
the respective joint. In case you don´t have
the correct replacement boot at hand or it is
no longer available to the market the GKN
FlexBoots is your first choice.

FlexBoots
Joint specific FlexBoots:
universally usable and yet most
similar to OE boots
Vehicle-related boots with TecDoc assignment
Tailored to the vehicle and require no trimming
Constantly extended application programme
with currenty 1800 applications
Our demands are not just to copy original parts
They are produced in high elasticity neoprene of
high quality and high resistance to ozone, stress
and low temperatures
The boots can be mounted through the use of a
plastic cone or of the modern clickgun
All kits include: 1 boot, 2 universal clamps with
holes and 80gr grease

These boots always fit

All GKN FLexBoots are
flexible and can therefore
be mounted with a cone
or a boot slider. The constant
velocity joint does not have
to be disassembled!

GKN range of joint specific FlexBoots
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190963

25

79

80

190964

20

73

97

190965

27

84

100

190966

23.5

78

89

190967

29

67

79

190968

25

73

83

190969

23

59

90

190970

21

67

88

190971

24

92

83

190972

24

84

102

Competence
from the OE supplier

Effective stock management
Excellent supply service
OE-quality level products
Extensive sales & marketing support
Updated product catalogue
Online catalogue
Certified TecAlliance data supplier
TecCom
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At GKN we understand the requirements
and characteristics of front-wheel, rearwheel and four-wheel drives; we ensure
that our products meet the varying needs
of all types of vehicles from electricallyoperated through to light trucks, sports
cars, luxury cars and 4x4 vehicles.
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